FEATURES
Enjoy the warmth of a cozy fire on the patio. Propane fire tables quickly warm an outdoor space.
- Made from lightweight, heat-resistant fibercast concrete
- Tables have weathered slate or sand finish; bowls have hand-painted grey finish
- Like natural stone, fibercast concrete will develop a patina when left outdoors
- Propane tank covers have leveling feet and a hole for hose to pass through; covers double as sturdy side tables
- Fire Bowl and Table are topped with decorative lava rocks
- Fire Bowl and Table include 8’ connector hose
- Adjustable flame control
- Available in weathered slate or sand finish
- For outdoor use only
- Note: propane fire tables and bowls cannot be converted to natural gas

CARE
Avoid letting water stand on the surface. To protect your fire table or bowl and prolong its life, cover it with our custom-fit cover when not in use.